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Air Production

Breathing to play the oboe should be done in the same manner as the clarinet.  The
student should take in a large quantity of air and imagine filling the lungs like filling an inverted
light bulb.  While breathing in, keep the throat open similar to a yawn or gasp.  Unlike the
clarinetist that usually uses most his/her air in one phrase, the oboist often needs to expel air
prior to taking in another breath.  This is necessary because the reed needs fast air in order to
vibrate, but the oboist does not always use all his/her air.  Any air left in the lungs turns to carbon
dioxide and must be expelled.

To play the oboe, the air speed should be fast.  This is similar to the clarinet, but the air
needs to be even faster and more focused into the small opening of the reed.  Use the large
abdominal muscles to regulate the outflow of the air.  Consistency of air is crucial for good tone
and intonation.  Naturally, good posture is necessary for your “wind machine” to function at its
best.  Always sit tall with your body in proper alignment – “stand from the waist up”.  Also make
sure your head is up and your chin is parallel to the ground.

Articulation

Think of the tongue as a regulator for the air flow.  The initial sound should be thought of
as a release.  After the breath is taken, the top of the tip of the tongue lightly touches the reed.
Some players recommend twisting the oboe slightly in an attempt to tongue only the corner of
the reed.  When the player wants the sound to start, the tongue is released from the reed.  This
ensures that the sound will start with fast, pressurized air.  A smooth, legato tongue is the most
important articulation skill to learn.  For this style, do not let the tongue stay on the reed.  The
tongue must move quickly away from the reed to allow for continuous airflow and no change in
tone.  To stop the sound at the end of a note, simply stop blowing.  Do not place the tongue on
the reed to stop the sound.  All the exercises in this book should be played with a legato tongue.

Reeds

Many articles and books have been written regarding the “secret art” of oboe reeds.  For
the purposes of this booklet, the following suggestions regarding reeds will be made.  Try to start
the new oboist on a medium or medium hard cane reed.  Try to avoid using the fibrecane or the
French scrape reeds.  Most commercial brand reeds will be fine for the beginner.  When
choosing a reed, try to hold it up to the light.  
A good reed will look like the examples below.                          Reed Tip Openings

      
Too Open

Too Closed

Correct Opening



Setting up the Oboe

1. Place your reed in a small container half full of water (such as a 35mm film canister) so
just the cane portion can soak.  Don’t soak the reed for too long or the tip will become too
open and play flat.

2. Make sure you open the case with the correct side up.  Usually the brand name is on top
or the latches open up.

Lower Joint

Bell

Upper Joint

3. Check to make sure the corks have sufficient grease on them.  If the corks need grease,
grease them the same way you would put cork grease on your clarinet.

4. Take out the lower joint and grip it where there are no keys.  Attach the bell slowly to it
so that the bridge key is able to properly close the low Bb pad.

      



5. Holding the oboe where there are no keys, grab the lower joint in your right hand and
the upper joint in your left hand. Rotate the two parts together so the keys of the lower
section go under those of the upper section.

6. Watch that the bridge keys are aligned properly.
7. Check that the instrument is in alignment and adjust if necessary.

Cleaning the Oboe

The oboe should be swabbed with a silk swab designed for the oboe.  Do not use the swab you
normally used for you clarinet.  Silk is a very fine and absorptive material that will easily fit
down the small bore of the oboe.  Make sure your swab has a string on both ends and preferably
with a plastic coating to the end of the string.

1. Return your reed to a proper reed case such as those made by Fox that will hold 3 reeds.
2. Ensure that the strings of your swab have no knots.
3. Drop the small end of the swab down the bell so the plastic coating of the string comes

out the top.
4. Very slowly pull the swab through the oboe at a slow consistent speed.
5. Repeat this process a couple of times.
6. It is very important to pull the swab slowly because the silk can get caught on the inside

of the bore.  If you continue to pull strongly, the silk may get stuck inside.  If this
happens, you can try to slowly pull it out using the string that is coming out of the bell.  If
this doesn’t work, do not continue to pull as you may damage your oboe.  Silk will form a
solid mass when wet and compact, and will be very difficult to remove on your own.
Take it to an instrument repair shop and the technician will be able to remove it quickly
with a specialized tool.  Do not try to do it at home!!

7. Gently place the oboe back in its case.
8. If you are using a film canister to soak your reeds, make sure you empty the water out of

it before returning it to your oboe case – if that is where you keep it.
9. Remember to close the case.



Hand Position and Playing Position

Similar to the clarinet, when playing the oboe, the hands need to be in a relaxed, atural
curved position.  Pretend you are looking through a pair of binoculars and look at your hands.
They are naturally curved and should be placed in this way on the keys of the oboe.

Now that the oboe has been put together, place the right thumb under the thumb rest near
the spot where the thumbnail meets the skin – just like on the clarinet.  The right hand fingers
will be placed on the lowest round keys used to play F#, E, and D.  The pinkies of each hand will
float over their appropriate positions similar to the clarinet.  The right hand pinky usually floats
over the C key.  Try to always keep your fingers close to the keys while playing.

Right Hand Front    Right Hand – Side showing thumb

Left Hand Front    Left Hand Back with First Octave Key

Place the left thumb on the back of the oboe so half of it covers the first octave key.  The
left hand fingers will go on the centre of the top three oboe keys used to play B, A, and G.  Slant
the first finger slightly towards the side octave key for ease of reach.  This is the same fingering
as the clarion register of the clarinet (without the register key).  The left hand pinky floats on the
low B key.  Check the photos above.
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Playing Position 
The playing position for the oboe is primarily the same as the clarinet.  The back should be 
straight; sit on the front part of the chair, and the oboe should be pointed at a 40 - 45° angle away 
from the body. 
 
 

 
 
 
 



Oboe Embouchure

The most important difference between the clarinet and the oboe embouchure is the lack
of tension in the lips.  The clarinet embouchure is considered firm and the oboe embouchure is
relaxed.  Like the clarinet embouchure, the chin must be kept flat to play the oboe.

Crowing the Reed

Crowing the reed is beneficial in discovering the quality of the reed and the quality of
your embouchure.

A good crow sound is a combination of tones – primarily Cs.  Place the reed in your
mouth all the way up to the cork and blow, the note that comes out should be a C.  If you blow
lightly you should hear one C and if you increase your air speed (blow harder) you should hear
the addition of another C.  If you do not hear any Cs, you should try another reed.

Formation of the Embouchure

1. Keep the jaw open and the teeth far apart.
2. Say the words, “home” or “no oboe” (preferably imitating an English accent).
3. “Oh” and “oo” vowels help to create a resonant space in the mouth.
4. Place the reed on the middle of the lower lip where the wet and dry areas of the lip meet.

Fig. 1
5. Roll the top lip over the top teeth so it creates a seal for the reed.
6. Roll in the lower lip so that approximately 1/16th to 1/8th of an inch of reed protrudes into

the mouth.  Fig. 2
7. Take a deep breath and blow by focusing the fast air into the reed.
8. Use the puckering muscles to control the reed, not the teeth.            Don’t bite the reed!!

9. If all goes well, you should hear this C

10. Have some fun by squeezing and releasing your lips to slightly raise and lower the pitch.
11. Experiment with allowing more and less reed into the mouth – find the best tone!!

Fig. 1 – Reed on lips Fig. 2 – Lips rolled in    View from the side



Tone

All musicians must strive to achieve beautiful tone.  There are many different concepts of
a great oboe tone.  A characteristic tone on the oboe might have the following descriptors: dark,
rich, warm, smooth, resonant, consistent, clear, smooth, round, and perhaps complex.  The oboe
should not sound nasal or thin.  The oboe student should try to take lessons from a professional
oboist, attend symphony and chamber concerts, and listen to recording of great oboists.

Causes of Poor Tone and Suggestions for Improvement

1. Too much reed in the mouth will cause the tone to “honk”.  Try to play only on the tip of
the reed.

2. Too little reed in the mouth and the reed will not vibrate, resulting in a choked tone.
Experimentation and guidance will be necessary to find the “sweet spot” for each
individual player.  This will also vary according to the reed.  Use approximately 1/16 to
1/8 of an inch of reed in your mouth.

3. Not enough lip pressure will result in a saggy tone with a flat pitch.  Try to play a C on
just the reed.  You should be able to drop the pitch down to a B natural and bend it up to
a C#.

4. Too much lip pressure on the reed will choke it and result in a pinched, sharp tone.
5. Not enough breath support.  This primarily means that the oboist is not using fast enough

air to maintain enough vibrations for the given pitch.  This will result in inconsistent tone
and pitch.  Remember to use your large abdominal muscles to create a consistent air
stream.  The practice of long tones everyday will develop this skill.

6. Avoid the following: a pancake smile, clenching your teeth, puffing your cheeks, and
bunching your chin.

Vowel Syllables

The use of vowel sounds inside the mouth while playing help to create the proper
resonance and pitch necessary for different registers.  Try to use as open an embouchure as
possible.  This will result in open vowel sounds.  Oboist Dixie Detgen recommends the
following vowels:

1. “oh” lowest register
2. “ah” around middle C
3. “oo” first octave G
4. “ee” high D

Recommended Oboists

Try to purchase some recordings to give you some inspiration.  A young player needs
models of excellent tone from which the student develops an internal, ideal sound.  The
following artists are recommended: any oboist from the great symphony orchestras, Marcel
Tabuteau, Heinz Holliger, Nicholas Daniel, Peter Cooper, Elaine Duvas, John Mack, Nancy
King, Alex Klein, Joseph Robinson, Robert Bloom, Douglas Boyd, Sarah Francis and John
DeLancie.  A quick search on the internet will find many recordings.



First Notes – B, A, G, C, D, E

It is important to note that the oboe is a concert instrument, the clarinet is not.  So the
note you read and play is the same note that will sound.  This is helpful to know because if you
know how to play the piano, you can check your pitch with the piano.  The notes on both
instruments are written in the treble clef.

The first notes you will learn are the same note names and fingerings as the clarion register of the
clarinet.  We will learn them in 2 groups of 3: B, A, G and C, D, E.  Play each for four counts.

It is a good idea to play these first notes in the mirror and check your embouchure.
Play them slowly with even tone and rest in between lines.  Listen to your sound.



The next lines use half notes and a combination of the 6 notes that are the same as the clarinet.

These songs use the same fingering as the clarinet.  Play them legato style with a good tone.
Try to move the fingers and the tongue at the same time.



New Notes – C and F#

This C is different from the oboe’s low C.  Try not to get it confused with the clarinet’s
Eb.  La Vie en Rose allows you to play both the low and medium C.

C

F#

This is the lowest F# you can play on the oboe.  This is a challenge to remember
that this is different from the clarinet’s F natural.




